
 

Press release: 

Novelda’s disruptive radar technology powers the digital 

sensor revolution within building automation offered by 

STEINEL. 

 

 
Oslo, Norway, February 4, 2019– Novelda, a developer and supplier of adaptive smart 

sensors has taken the XeThru sensor technology into high volume applications. 

 

Driven by the disruptive potential offered by the XeThru sensor technology, Novelda and 

STEINEL have initiated a collaboration to explore how the two companies can work together to 

improve the user experience and increase the value of presence sensors for the end-customers. 
 

“Having STEINEL as a lead customer in developing products has be very beneficial for us. 

STEINEL’s market leadership ensures that we are delivering real customer value when 
developing ground-breaking products and technology”, says Cornelia Mender, CEO of Novelda. 

 

Together with STEINEL, Novelda has developed True Presence®, a sensor that uses people’s 
respiration for accurate presence detection. The new product will be the flagship for STEINEL 

presence detectors. 

“With a much more precise presence detection, the customers will increase their energy savings 

related to light and HVAC control, and since we now are able to know if there are people in a 
room or not, an evacuation can be effectuated much more effectively than before, and even save 

more lives”, says Thomas Möller, Leader of Innovation and Strategic Marketing & Design in 

STEINEL.  
 

The idea behind the new and revolutionary True Presence® sensor is to use people’s respiration 

for accurate presence detection. Today, most available presence sensors are based on passive 

infrared radiation (PIR), ultrasound or microwave capable of detecting major and minor 
movements. They lack the ability to detect the presence of persons that are sitting still. The 

XeThru technology with its extreme sensitivity and accuracy allows for a very robust positioning 

and real-time presence detection. Being able to measure a person breathing up to 10 meters 
distance and providing distance measurements makes it possible to detect people that are sitting 

completely still or even sleeping under a duvet.  

 
“It has been great collaborating with the Novelda R&D team to create a technical revolution in 

the presence detector market. This is the first presence sensor for building automation that 

actually works”, says Thomas Möller, 

 
Novelda is recognized as a world leader within Ultra Wide Band (UWB) radar technology, and 

was acknowledged with a Technology Innovation Award for its product innovations at ISSCC 

2018 in San Francisco, the flagship conference within the semiconductor industry 
(http://isscc.org/). “Driving innovation is essential to stay ahead and maintain our technology 

lead”, says Cornelia Mender, CEO of Novelda.  

 

For further information: 

CEO Cornelia Mender, tel: +47 915 12 289, e-mail: cornelia.mender@xethru.com 
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About STEINEL GmbH 

STEINEL is a German sensor provider and technology innovation leader in the sensor-

controlled lighting industry. STEINEL offers innovative and intelligent products of world 
renown are created at the company's own development centres in Germany, the Czech 

Republic and Switzerland. STEINEL is manufacturing presence detectors for their own brand 

and many other sensor companies under their brands. All STEINEL products are manufactured 
by company-owned factories in Germany, Switzerland, Romania and the Republic of Moldova. 

Made in Europe is STEINEL's formula for success. 

 
For more information, see www.steinel-professional.de 

 

 

About Novelda AS 

Novelda AS is a leading developer of smart sensor technology based on low power UWB 

Impulse radar. The revolutionary radar System-on-Chip (SoC) technology forms the basis for 

developing non-intrusive contactless sensors towards a range of applications within consumer 
electronics, smart buildings, vital signs monitoring and human safety.  

Novelda´s XeThru sensors can improve quality of life and personal comfort and safety by 

enabling non-intrusive sensors that collect important data while preserving full privacy. The 
sensors utilize extremely low energy GHz radio waves and advanced signal processing, which 

makes them highly suited to a range of applications. Novelda is headquartered in Norway with 

offices in US and Hong Kong. 

For more information, see www.xethru.com. 
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